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The SAURON ProjectThe SAURON Project
Systematic study of representative sample of Systematic study of representative sample of 
48 nearby early48 nearby early--type and 24 spiral galaxies type and 24 spiral galaxies 

IntegralIntegral--field spectroscopy from the groundfield spectroscopy from the ground
Stars + gas kinematics and line strength mapsStars + gas kinematics and line strength maps

Hubble Space Telescope imaging (and some Hubble Space Telescope imaging (and some 
STIS spectroscopy)STIS spectroscopy)

Construction of models to determine:Construction of models to determine:
Intrinsic shape and orbital distribution of the starsIntrinsic shape and orbital distribution of the stars
Mass of central black holeMass of central black hole
History of metal enrichment of the starsHistory of metal enrichment of the stars



IntegralIntegral--field Spectroscopyfield Spectroscopy
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IntegralIntegral--field Spectrographsfield Spectrographs

Various optical designs (Various optical designs (lensletslenslets, , fibersfibers, , slicersslicers))
Most emphasis on small fields, high resolution, Most emphasis on small fields, high resolution, 
assisted by adaptive optics (e.g., OASIS)assisted by adaptive optics (e.g., OASIS)
Need Need panoramicpanoramic spectrograph to study galaxiesspectrograph to study galaxies

Use Use lensletslenslets to maximize throughput (TIGER design)to maximize throughput (TIGER design)
Large field of view to cover galaxy in a few Large field of view to cover galaxy in a few pointingspointings
1500 spectra in a single exposure1500 spectra in a single exposure

⇒⇒



The SAURON TeamThe SAURON Team

PIs:PIs: Bacon, Davies, de Bacon, Davies, de ZeeuwZeeuw
(Lyon) (Oxford)  ((Lyon) (Oxford)  (LeidenLeiden))

COIsCOIs:: Bureau,Bureau, CappellariCappellari,, CopinCopin, , 
EmsellemEmsellem, , KuntschnerKuntschner, , McDermidMcDermid,,
Miller, Miller, PeletierPeletier, , VerolmeVerolme

http://www.http://www.strwstrw..leidenunivleidenuniv..nlnl//sauronsauron



Status of the SAURON SurveyStatus of the SAURON Survey

Observations completed in April 2002Observations completed in April 2002
7 runs on William Herschel Telescope7 runs on William Herschel Telescope
36 clear nights36 clear nights

200.000 independent galaxy spectra200.000 independent galaxy spectra

All data homogeneously reducedAll data homogeneously reduced

Analysis and interpretation ongoingAnalysis and interpretation ongoing



48 representative early48 representative early--type galaxies type galaxies 



SAURON stellar velocity fieldsSAURON stellar velocity fields



Kinematics and line strengthsKinematics and line strengths

Maps of Mgb line strength: age and metal abundance of stars

Seven early type galaxies from the SAURON survey

Velocity fields: stellar kinematics reveal disks and decoupled cores 



NGC 4550          NGC 4473NGC 4550          NGC 4473
Symmetrized SAURON Data

Axisymmetric Schwarzschild models

See also Pinkney et al. (2003)See also Rix et al. (1992)

Full dynamical models: identify counterFull dynamical models: identify counter--rotating rotating 
disks in phase spacedisks in phase space

NGC4550 (S0): same mass but different scale heightNGC4550 (S0): same mass but different scale height
NGC4473 (E5): flatter component is 30% of total massNGC4473 (E5): flatter component is 30% of total mass



NGC 4473

`Metallicity' maps`Metallicity' maps

Fit of SSP spectra Fit of SSP spectra ((VazdekisVazdekis 1999)1999) to the datato the data
`metallicity' enhancement associated with `metallicity' enhancement associated with 
countercounter--rotating disksrotating disks
No significant age trendNo significant age trend

•• NGC 4550: ~7 NGC 4550: ~7 GyrGyr; ; 
•• NGC 4473: ~15 NGC 4473: ~15 GyrGyr

NGC 4550 NGC 4473
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ConclusionsConclusions

KinematicKinematic and line strength maps: rich variety of and line strength maps: rich variety of 
structure revealed by SAURONstructure revealed by SAURON

Disks inDisks in ellipticalsellipticals and S0s related to gas accretion and S0s related to gas accretion 
and resulting star formationand resulting star formation
Decoupled cores inDecoupled cores in ellipticalsellipticals formed long ago formed long ago 
(e.g. Davies et al. 2001)(e.g. Davies et al. 2001)

KinematicallyKinematically distinct components can be distinct components can be 
recovered using dynamical recovered using dynamical modelingmodeling
The SAURON survey will provide detailed The SAURON survey will provide detailed 
constraints on galaxy formation scenariosconstraints on galaxy formation scenarios



Fitting SSP models to the dataFitting SSP models to the data

χ2 contours


